Effect of N-95 Mask on Oxygen Saturation Level in Health Care Workers and Their Experience While Using N-95 Mask
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Abstract

Background N-95 masks are in high demand during this COVID-19 pandemic but wearing an N-95 mask is a real challenge to the health workers during their duty hours. The present study aims to measure the effect of the N-95 mask on oxygen saturation level in the blood and the discomforts experienced while using it.

Materials and Methods Oxygen saturation was measured in 80 health care workers before and after wearing the N-95 mask continuously for more than 6 hours. The participants were asked to fill a questionnaire regarding various discomforts of N-95 mask usage, which consisted of 14 questions.

Results The most common discomfort was pain around the pinna followed by difficulty in breathing and fogging of spectacles or goggles. In addition, 71% of them had decreased oxygen saturation by 1%.

Conclusion N-95 mask can alter the oxygen saturation but it does not produce significant effects in healthy individuals. It can significantly affect patients with compromised airways.

Introduction

The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic caused by a novel strain of β-coronavirus in 2019¹ led to an increased demand for personal protective equipment (PPE), especially the N-95 mask. It is mandatory for the health care workers who are at constant threat of contracting the disease. These masks prevent infection entry through oral and nasal routes. The number “95” indicates that it filters 95% of the particles of 0.3 microns size.² A routine surgical mask is not much useful for health care workers during this COVID pandemic. It mainly prevents the spread of infectious droplets and aerosols into the air generated from the user of the mask.³

The N-95 mask owing to its snug fit and seal created all around the oral and nasal passage leads to various kinds of discomforts among the users. Uneasiness and discomfort are the main drawbacks of the N-95 mask. Difficulty in breathing, headache, giddiness, generalized fatigue, and decreased concentration at work are other main complaints.⁴ All these problems could be attributed to the reduced oxygen availability to the user while breathing through the mask. When used for long working hours, these masks can cause decreased oxygen availability, leading to breathing difficulty, headache, and fatigue. In the initial period of the pandemic, scarcity of both health care workers and PPE kits forced the health care workers to work for a long duration of 6 to 8 hours. This creates...
a lot of inconveniences, mental and physical strain on health care workers. The phobia of getting oneself infected further exaggerated the psychological and physical stress.

Very few studies are available in the literature describing the side effects of wearing an N-95 mask. But none of them measured oxygen saturation during mask usage in healthy health care workers. In this study, we tried to find out the oxygen saturation before and at the end of the N-95 mask use and common problems encountered by its prolonged use.

**Materials and Methods**

This is a prospective observational study done on 80 healthcare workers assigned to the COVID area, i.e., the fever clinic of a tertiary care hospital. The study duration was two months, from August 2020 to September 2020. Health care workers who were using N-95 masks for more than 6 hours continuously were included after informed consent and after institutional review board (IRB) approval. Out of 80 participants, 40 were males, and 40 were females. All participants underwent oxygen saturation estimation before using the N-95 mask and again at the end of the duty before removing the mask.

During the duty hours, the participants were instructed not to remove the mask. All the participants were asked to fill a questionnaire regarding various discomforts of N-95 mask usage, which consisted of 14 questions and 1 open-ended question. They were asked if they had difficulty in breathing, itching over the face and mouth, rash at the back of the pinna, facial heat, facial pressure, headache, giddiness, generalized fatigue, frequent fogging of the spectacles/goggles, difficulty in communication, nasal discharge, nasal obstruction, and mouth breathing. They were also asked to score the efficacy of the N-95 mask in protecting them from getting infected.

**Results**

The results revealed that 51% of the participants were familiar with the N-95 mask. The majority (67%) did not get acclimatized to wearing the mask and continued to face the same discomforts. Pain around the pinna (70%), difficulty in communication (58%), fogging of glasses/spectacles (55%), difficulty in breathing (50%), itching over the face (41%), and mouth breathing (33%) were the most common complaints (Fig. 1A, B). Pain over the dorsum of the nose and frequent thirst were some of the other reported complaints. The mean pretest oxygen saturation was 98.4%, and the value at the end was 97.33%. In addition, 71% of the participants showed a decrease in the blood oxygen saturation level, whereas the remaining 29% did not change. The majority of them had only a 1% decrease in oxygen saturation (Fig. 2). The majority of the participants (76%) complained of decreased work efficiency at the end of 6 to 8 hours of duty after continuously wearing the mask. There was no statistical difference between 8-hour duty and 6-hour duty participants (Table 1). The participants were asked to rate the effectiveness of the N-95 mask in protecting them from getting infected. The majority of them gave a score of 3 out of 5. Those who did 8 hours of duty felt that they were more exhausted at the end of the duty than those who did 6 hours. Most participants felt that masks of variable sizes should be available to suit one’s facial structure. People with a smaller facial structure felt the need to readjust the mask repeatedly as the mask kept becoming loose.

**Discussion**

The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic and the morbidity and mortality associated with it created an emergency worldwide. The available health care facilities faced a sudden and humongous caseload of patients suspected or confirmed to have a coronavirus infection.

Personal protective equipment, especially the N-95 mask, played a crucial role in preventing viral entry through the
Breathing vent can solve this problem, but in the COVID pandemic, it is not advisable. Introducing a size range among the masks can prove beneficial in a better fit and probably lesser skin-related issues. According to Baig et al, the participants require a comfortable mask that does not interfere with breathing, causes less facial heat production, and can be worn with facial hair.

Modifications will make the mask more tolerable and help the health care provider deliver strenuous hospital duties with much more ease and efficacy. The COVID-19 pandemic is still prevailing, and a third wave is anticipated. Hence, timely intervention in this regard will prove beneficial in handling increased caseload with efficacy.

### Conclusion

The currently used N-95 masks are not user-friendly, and their use is associated with multiple discomforts. It can alter oxygen saturation but does not produce significant effects in healthy individuals. However, it can significantly affect patients with compromised airways. Such an observation was not made in our study because such individuals were excluded from COVID care duties. Masks with a string to tie at the back of the head are well tolerated compared with the masks with a string around the pinna. Different sizes of the mask should be made available.
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